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ABSTRACT Nanostructured molybdenum disulﬁde (MoS2) has emerged as a

promising catalytic alternative to the widely used Pt in the hydrogen evolution
reaction from water because it is inexpensive and earth-abundant. The central
prerequisite in realizing its potential is to enhance the surface activities by
increasing the concentration of metallic edge sites. However, MoS2 thermodynamics favors the presence of a two-dimensional basal plane, and therefore, the
one-dimensional edge sites surrounding the basal plane are very limited. Herein, we report the ﬁrst synthesis of single-crystal MoS2 nanobelts with the top
surface fully covered by edge sites. The nanobelt structure comprises parallel stacked atomic layers with the basal plane vertical to the substrate, and these
layer edges form the top surface of the nanobelt. The surface is highly active: it optically quenches all of the indirect band gap excitons and chemically leads
to a high electrocatalytic hydrogen evolution eﬃciency (a low onset overpotential of 170 mV for an electrocatalytic current density of 20 mA/cm2 and a
Tafel slope of 70 mV/decade).
KEYWORDS: MoS2 nanobelts . CVD . edge sites . band gap excitons . Luttinger liquid . electrocatalytic hydrogen evolution

M

olybdenum disulﬁde (MoS2), a
rising-star atomically thin 2D
material system, has attracted
much research interest because of its novel
electronic,1,2 optical,38 and catalytic properties.918 For instance, monolayer MoS2
exhibits a direct optical band gap of ∼1.8 eV
in the visible range,3,4 an emerging valley
degree of freedom,58 active metallic edge
states,19,20 and an appreciable electrocatalytic hydrogen evolution eﬃciency,912,15,16
which are promising for novel applications
in nanoelectronics,21 photovoltaics,22 valleytronics,8 and industrial catalysts.912,15,16
Many of these intriguing properties of MoS2
are directly dependent on its speciﬁc atomic
structure. For example, the direct band gap
and valley selective circular dichroism arise
in the monolayer but disappear in the 2H
bilayer;37 in addition, the 2D plane is semiconducting and chemically inert, whereas
the plane edges are metallic and chemically
YANG ET AL.

active.19,20 Therefore, it is highly desirable to
design and engineer new 2D material nanostructures to realize new functionalities and
potential applications. The controls of electronic structures1214,23,24 and active edge
sites19,20 of 2D materials have been demonstrated as the eﬀective means to enhance
their catalytic activities.
Because MoS2 is a van der Waals material,
its most common structural conﬁgurations
are two-dimensional atomic layers and
three-dimensional stacked atomic layers.
The one-dimensional conﬁgurations, which
are energetically unfavorable, have been
widely proposed theoretically25,26 but rarely
reported experimentally.27,28 Here, we demonstrate the ﬁrst successful growth of 1D
single-crystal MoS2 nanobelts using a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method. Aberration-corrected high-resolution scanning
transmission electron microscopy (STEM)
reveals that these nanobelts consist of a
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Figure 1. Morphology and crystal structure of the atomic-layered MoS2 nanobelts. (a) Schematic illustration of a MoS2
nanobelt. The (001) basal planes of MoS2 are vertically aligned on the substrate. (b) Representative optical image of
the nanobelts. The length is 1020 μm, and the area coverage is around 5%. (c) Atomic force microscopy image of one MoS2
nanobelt. The nanobelt has a width of ∼90 nm and a height of ∼10 nm. (d) Low-magniﬁcation TEM image of the MoS2
nanobelt. The width is uniform along the entire nanobelt axis. (e) High-resolution STEM image of the same nanobelt as in
(d). The image plane is the (010) plane, as shown in (a). The adjacent layers are 3R-like stacking (the MoS bond direction is the
same between the adjacent layers), and the interlayer distance ranges between 0.63 and 0.65 nm, depending on the interlayer
gliding along the [100] direction.

very unique structure with the base plane vertically
standing on the substrates, and their top surfaces are
100% covered by the basal plane edge sites. The
extreme exposing of the edge sites makes the top
surface highly active, both optically and chemically.
The optically generated indirect band gap excitons
diﬀuse to the surfaces and are completely quenched
by the surface states. The electrocatalytic hydrogen
evolution eﬃciency is much higher than that of the 2D
atomic layers even with an eﬀective area coverage that
is 1 order of magnitude smaller. Our results suggest the
new possibility of transforming the family of 2D atomic
layers into 1D nanobelt structures for electrocatalysts
and other applications.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Recently, 2D crystalline atomic layers of MoS2 have
been successfully grown using the CVD method.2933
To grow the 1D nanobelt structure, we developed an
approach based on these previous methods but using
modiﬁed growth conditions (see Methods and Supporting Information). Our key control is the use of
n-type Si as the supporting substrate rather than the
oxide substrates that were widely used before (the
possible growth mechanism will be discussed later).
The nanobelt morphology (Figure 1a, schematic
drawing) was conﬁrmed by our experimental observations. The optical image (Figure 1b) shows the long
axis/width ratio (typically ∼60); the height proﬁle
YANG ET AL.

across the nanobelt of the atomic force microscopic
image (Figure 1c) presents a plateau (with height of
∼10 nm and width of ∼90 nm); low-magniﬁcation
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images
(Figure 1d and Supporting Information Figure S1)
present obvious belt features. Our nanobelts have a
length of 1020 μm, a width of 30500 nm, a height of
550 nm, and the width/height ratio centered at 8
(Supporting Information Figures S2 and S3).
To further get more detailed structural information
on nanobelts at the atomic level, we employed
aberration-corrected high-resolution STEM (JEOL
ARM-200F) to characterize them with typical image
presented in Figure 1e. Notably, the (001) basal planes
are vertically standing on the substrate (Figure 1a),
instead of laying on the substrate, which is the common situation observed in the growth of 2D atomiclayered materials.2933 The (001) planes are parallel to
each other and together constitute the nanobelt
structure. The edges of the base planes form the top
(010) surfaces and side (100) surfaces in the nanobelt.
Upon detailed examination of the nanobelt atomic
structures (Figure 1e), we further observed that adjacent layers are stacked in a rhombohedral (3R)-like
manner (where the MoS bond direction is the same
between the adjacent layers), which is contrary to
the prevailing hexagonal (2H)-like stacking (where
the MoS bond direction is opposite between
the adjacent layers) observed in natural minerals.3,4
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We also observed that the interlayer distance is position-dependent. As guided by the cartoon spheres in
Figure 1e, the two layers glide from the natural 3R
bilayer structure (lower part in the image; S atoms in
one layer sit on the Mo atoms of the other layer in the
[001] direction) to approximately 0.12 nm along the
[100] direction (top part in the image), and the interlayer distance increases from 0.63 to 0.65 nm.
Because the top surface of nanobelts is composed of
the basal plane edges, in contrast to the basal plane in
2D atomic-layered materials, one may predict that the
nanobelts would exhibit distinct properties. We ﬁrst
probed the vibrational properties of the nanobelts
using Raman spectroscopy. The Raman spectra in the
range of 300500 cm1 from a nanobelt, an exfoliated
multilayer, and a CVD-grown monolayer are compared
in Figure 2a. The two prominent peaks correspond
to in-plane 1E2g and out-of-plane A1g Raman-active
modes. It has been established that interlayer van der
Waals coupling will soften the 1E2g mode and stiﬀen
the A1g mode, which causes the two peaks in the
multilayer to be further apart than in the monolayer.34
The same trend is also observed in our nanobelt, which
indicates that interlayer mechanical coupling has the
same amplitude between the nanobelt and exfoliated
multilayer. Couplings between the mechanical vibrations and surface electronic states in nanobelts may
exist. However, this coupling appears to be too weak to
yield appreciable eﬀects in Raman spectra.
We further explored the photoluminescence (PL)
properties of our nanobelts. Figure 2b presents typical
PL spectra of the nanobelt, an exfoliated multilayer,
and a CVD-grown monolayer. All of the spectra are
normalized by peak I at approximately 670 nm, which
corresponds to the MoS2 direct optical transitions at
the K point in the Brillouin zone. Monolayer MoS2 is a
direct band gap material and therefore exhibits very
strong PL intensity at peak I. The exfoliated multilayer is
an indirect band gap material, and the quantum
yield of photoemission at peak I decreases signiﬁcantly
(the intensity is approximately 1/40 of that in the
YANG ET AL.
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Figure 2. Optical spectra of MoS2 nanobelts. (a) Representative Raman and (b) photoluminescence (PL) spectra of the
nanobelt, an exfoliated multilayer, and a CVD-grown monolayer. The Raman modes of the nanobelt behave similarly to
the multilayer, whereas the PL spectrum of the nanobelt
exhibits distinct behavior compared with the multilayer,
with the absence of the indirect band gap peak II at
approximately 930 nm for the nanobelt.

monolayer), whereas a new PL peak II at approximately
930 nm arises from the indirect band gap.3,4 The small
red shift of peak I is attributed to the interlayer
electronic coupling. For the nanobelt structure, the
PL intensity of peak I is as weak as that in the exfoliated
multilayer, which indicates that this structure is still an
indirect band gap material, consistent with our previous theory on the 3R-like MoS2 structure.35 However,
it is quite unusual that peak II nearly disappears. We
believe that this behavior is attributed to the nonradiative recombination of excitons (electronhole
pair) at the surface of full edge states, which are
metallic and provide an eﬀective channel for exciton
decay.19 In indirect band gap MoS2 materials, the
photon-induced electrons and holes will mostly decay
to the valence band top and conduction band bottom,
respectively, forming indirect band gap excitons. In
conventional 2D atomic-layered MoS2, only the boundary and defects have limited edges, which will not play
an important role in the exciton decay. However, in
MoS2 nanobelts, the top surface is fully composed of
edge states (Figure 3a). Therefore, the excitons can
decay nonradiatively from the edge states, and the
indirect band gap PL peak II will nearly disappear if the
excitons can mostly diﬀuse to the surfaces (Figure 3b).
Our theory (Figure 3c and Methods) based on the
exciton diﬀusion mechanism demonstrates that the
PL intensity (normalized by the nanobelt height H)
obeys I/H  12(LD/H)tanh(H/2LD), where LD is the
exciton diﬀusion length.36,37 From this theory, we
know that if the exciton diﬀusion length is several
times larger than the nanobelt height, the PL will nearly
disappear. Indeed, for all our nanobelts with a height of
550 nm, we never observed appreciable indirect
band gap PL, from which we get a lower-bound exciton
diﬀusion length of 100 nm.
These metallic edges at the surface of 1D nanobelts
are very interesting quantum states of a Luttinger
liquid38 and may be useful for next-generation electronic devices in the physical ﬁeld. The MoS2 edges
should also be useful in the chemistry ﬁeld because
these edges provide active catalytic sites for hydrogen
evolution.9 Recently, MoS2 was demonstrated to be a
promising catalyst in the hydrogen evolution reaction
(HER); however, its performance is currently mainly
limited by the density of active sites. Enhancement
of the active sites has been reported using mimic
molecules,10 double-gyroid morphology,11 1 T metallic
phases,12 or vertically aligned ﬁlms.15 Our nanobelts
with the top surface fully covered by edge sites provide
another option for achieving high catalytic activity.
To evaluate the electrochemical catalytic activity, we
compared the MoS2 nanobelts and monolayers in
catalyzed electrochemical reactions of hydrogen
generation. The electrochemical measurements were
performed using a three-electrode cell with a 0.5 M
sulfuric acid electrolyte. Before the measurements, the
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Figure 3. Mechanism for the absence of the indirect band gap PL in MoS2 nanobelts. (a,b) Scheme of the structure and
electronic band picture for the nanobelt. The optically induced electron hole at the band gap will ﬁrst diﬀuse to the metallic
surface and then nonradiatively decay. (c) PL intensity (I normalized by nanobelt height H) vs LD/L, where LD is the exciton
diﬀusion length. When the exciton diﬀusion length is several times larger than the nanobelt height, the PL will be completely
quenched.

electrodes were cycled several times to remove contaminant from the surface of the bare glass carbon
electrode (GCE). The as-grown samples were transferred onto the bare GCE by using poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA) as carrier material (Figure S4,
details in Supporting Information) for the HER analysis.
The representative optical images in Figure S5 present
the density of nanobelts and monolayers before the
transfer to the GCE. Although the as-grown nanobelt
area (1.5  0.5 mm) is one-third of the monolayer area
(1.5  1.5 mm) and surface coverage of the nanobelts
(5%) is 1/20 of the monolayer (∼100%), the catalytic
performance of the nanobelts is superior to that of the
monolayers, as shown below.
First, the nanobelts exhibited a much lower onset
overpotential (calibrated to a reversible hydrogen
electrode) of 170 mV compared with 250 mV in MoS2
(deﬁned as the potential starts to generate catalytic
current density of 20 mA/cm2 as measured from the
polarization plots (Figure 4b)). The catalytic current
density of the nanobelt at 0.3 V vs RHE was about
10 times that of the monolayer (the current density at
the same potential in our MoS2 monolayers is similar to
the reported value of MoS2 nanosheets12). Second, a
smaller Tafel slope of 70 mV/decade was observed in
the nanobelts compared with that of 90 mV/decade in
the monolayers. Lower Tafel slope means a stronger
enhancement of the HER rate at a constant increase of
overpotential or better chemical reactivity.16 We also
measured the stability of our nanobelts in a 20 h
examination of the catalytic activity at a constantly
applied potential of 0.35 V and did not ﬁnd any
current density decrease (Supporting Information
Figure S6). The high chemical reactivity and good
stability in MoS2 nanobelts indicate the potential in
the application of hydrogen evolution from water.
Finally, we discussed the possible growth mechanism of the atomic-layered MoS2 nanobelts. The key
control in our nanobelt growth is the use of silicon
substrates rather than the oxide substrates used previously for 2D atomic layer growth. Generally, there is a
thin layer of native silicon oxide (∼2 nm) on the silicon
YANG ET AL.

Figure 4. Electrocatalytic activity of MoS2 nanobelts in
hydrogen evolution. (a) Schematic illustration of electrochemical catalytic activity of the nanobelt and monolayer.
The monolayer only has limited edge sites at the 2D basal
plane boundaries, whereas the nanobelt has the top surface
fully covered by edge sites. (b) Polarization curves of
monolayer, nanobelt, and blank glass carbon electrode.
The nanobelt exhibits a lower onset overpotential of 170 mV
compared with that of the monolayer, 250 mV at current
density of 20 mA/cm2. (c) Tafel slopes of the monolayer and
nanobelt extracted from the linear part of polarization
curves (b) in logarithmic coordinates.

substrates (Resemi Company at Suzhou in China,
300 μm thick N-type Æ100æ with a resistivity of
0.050.1 Ω 3 cm). No etching process was applied to
those silicon substrates for the growth. Nanobelt
structures can be also grown on 300 nm oxide substrates but with a yield 2 orders or magnitude smaller.
One main diﬀerence between silicon and silicon oxide
substrates is that the former has a surface energy
(100 meV/Å) that is 2 orders of magnitude larger than
that of the latter (2.5 meV/Å).39,40 We assume that the
high surface energy of silicon plays a key role in the
growth of the MoS2 nanobelts on its surface. In MoS2
growth, the initial nucleation is believed to start from
the formation of the MoO2 structure.32 On silicon oxide
with low surface energy, MoO3 prefers to form a 2D
thin ﬁlm structure, whereas on silicon with high surface
energy, MoO3 prefers to form a 3D island structure
(Supporting Information Figure S7). The subsequent
chemical reduction process causes a MoO3 island to
eventually elongate into a MoO2 nanobelt structure.
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METHODS
Growth of MoS2 Nanobelts. MoS2 nanobelts were grown on an
n-type Si substrate at atmospheric pressure using a chemical
vapor deposition method in a quartz tube furnace. Before the
growth, the Si substrate was sequentially cleaned in acetone,
absolute ethanol, and distilled water with sonication for 10 min
each. Then, the substrate was placed face-down above a boat
loaded with 30 mg MoO3, which was placed at the center of the
quartz tube. The 10 mg of sulfur powder was located at the
upstream side of the boat, which was 11 cm away from the
center of the boat. After the system was purged with ultra-highpurity argon gas for 20 min, the furnace was heated to 650 C at
a heating rate of 15 C/min and maintained at this temperature
for 30 min; 50 sccm ultra-high-purity argon gas was used as
carrier gas. After the furnace was naturally cooled to room
temperature, the large-area MoS2 nanobelts were coated on the
Si substrate.
Exciton Diffusion Model. The exciton quenching in MoS2 nanobelts can be described by exciton diffusion and dissociation at a
metallic surface.36 Excitons diffuse in MoS2 nanobelts with the
diffusion length LD and quench when reaching the metallic top
surface. Therefore, the PL intensity should be proportional
to the total number of the excitons (N) in the whole nanobelts.
The exciton density obeys the diffusion equation and can be
written as
D2 N N(x)
G0
 2 þ 2 ¼ 0
Dx 2
LD k0
LD
where k0 is the intrinsic decay rate and G0 is the photoninduced exciton generation rate and is assumed to be uniform over the entire sample.37 Considering the boundary
condition
N(x)jx ¼ 0 ¼ N(x)jx ¼ H ¼ 0
we get
N(x) ¼

G0
k0

1
eH=LD

H

LD

[(e H=LD  1)eH=LD

þ (1  eH=LD )e H=LD ] þ

G0
k0

So the normalized PL intensity (by the nanobelt height H) can be
expressed as
I 1

H H

Z
0

H

N(x)dx ¼ 1  2

 
LD
H
tanh
2LD
H

Electrocatalytic Measurements. All of the electrochemical experiments were conducted in a three-electrode system at room
temperature with an electrochemical workstation (660E CH
Instrument, Shanghai Chenhua Instrument Co., Ltd.). Before
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future, special advanced techniques, such as in situ
growth in TEM with real-time observation ability, can
be used to study the growth mechanism in more detail.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we demonstrate the ﬁrst growth of
single-crystal atomic-layered MoS2 nanobelts with
top surfaces fully covered by active edge sites. These
structures represent a family of new 1D structures from
2D transition metal dichalcogenides MX2 (M = Mo, W;
X = S, Se, Te) and may open a new pathway for
optoelectronic and catalytic nanodevice applications
in atomic-layered materials.
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Similar elongation of tungsten oxide nanoparticles
during the chemical reduction has been previously
reported.41 The followed sulfurization process transforms MoO2 into MoS2.32 However, the sulfurization
process occurring during the MoO2 nanobelt growth or
in the end of the MoO2 nanobelt growth still remains
elusive. In our controlled experiment with shorter
growth time, we observed core/shelled MoO2/MoS2
nanostructures (Supporting Information Figure S8),
which gives the clue that the sulfurization process
could occur in the end of the MoO2 nanobelt growth.
The above mechanism is one most likely growth
mechanism, but we cannot exclude the others. In the

the measurements, GCE with a diameter of 3 mm was polished
by R-Al2O3 powder (1 μm, 0.3 μm, and 50 nm) for cleaning the
electrode surface. Then the electrode was washed by deionized
water and ethanol and dried in air. The samples were transferred to the bare GCE with the aid of the PMMA solution
method. This process is illustrated in Supporting Information
Figure S4 and is similar to the procedure described under TEM
sample preparation (Supporting Information Note S3). Silver
paint (05002-AB, SPI Supplies) was utilized to firmly attach the
sample film on the top surface of the GCE. A Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl)
electrode was used as the reference electrode and a graphite
rod as the counter electrode. All of the measured results are
obtained after iR compensation, which corrects the potential
drop caused by the solution resistance. Linear-sweep voltammetry with a scan rate of 5 mV/s was conducted in 0.5 M H2SO4.
The “blank” polarization curve shown in the Figure 4b represents the catalytic performance of the bare GCE without coating
MoS2 monolayers or nanobelts.
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